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NOTICE TO MEMBERS

Subject: Petition 0196/2012 by Gérard Aubery (French), on faulty transposition by France 
of Directive 2009/28/EC on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable 
sources

1. Summary of petition

The petitioner addresses the President of the French National Assembly and makes a case for 
the French law which transposes the EU Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from 
renewable sources to include small-scale hydropower plants. The French law foresees 
incentives for small-scale production of electricity from a string of renewable sources, but not 
water. There then follows a long argument about why large-scale hydroelectric installations 
are in fact not very ecological, which makes it even more unfair that small-scale installations 
are not favoured.

2. Admissibility

Declared admissible on 13 June 2012. Information requested from Commission under Rule 
202(6).

3. Commission reply, received on 30 August 2012

‘This petition was sent by the Departmental Association of the Friends of the Indre Mills to 
the President of the French National Assembly. According to the petitioner, the recent decree 
on the authorisation to operate electricity generating installations (Decree No 2011-1893) is 
not consistent with the Directive on the promotion of the use of energy from renewable 
sources (Directive 2009/28/EC), and in particular Article 13, on the grounds that the decree 
abolished the reporting regime that applies to all installations with a capacity less than 4.5 
MW (including hydroelectric installations). This decree establishes a difference between 
electricity production installations requiring authorisation and those deemed to be authorised. 
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The list of the latter does not include hydroelectric installations. The petitioner then cites 
several sources indicating that small-scale hydroelectric installations do not have a negative 
impact on the environment.

Article 13 of Directive 2009/28/EC requires Member States to take measures to ensure that 
administrative procedures are simplified and accelerated and that the rules governing 
authorisation are objective, transparent and proportionate and are simplified where the 
regulatory framework allows. 

Decree No 2011-1893 amended the legal regime governing hydroelectric installations with a 
capacity of less than 4.5 MW (the reporting regime became an authorisation scheme). 
However, in France, hydroelectric installations with a capacity of less than 4.5 MW are 
already subject to an authorisation scheme under the law of 16 October 1919 (codified in 
Book V (‘provisions relating to the use of hydroelectric energy’) of the energy code). Based 
on information provided by the French national authorities, the Commission understands that 
the installations authorised under this scheme are also deemed authorised under the general 
provisions relating to electricity (including Decree No 2011-1893, pursuant to Article L 311.6 
of the energy code) and therefore do not need another energy authorisation.
Therefore it does not appear that Decree No 2011-1893 has introduced in practice additional 
rules or provisions for small-scale installations mainly or exclusively exploiting hydropower.  

In accordance with Article 2(a) of Directive 2009/28/EC, hydropower is a renewable energy 
source and is also considered as such under French law. Directive 2009/28/EC (Article 13) 
requires Member States to simplify authorisation rules if the regulatory framework permits. In 
light of the French regulations analysed and the explanations provided by the French 
authorities, the Commission is of the opinion that Decree No 2011-1893 does not exclude 
hydropower as a renewable energy source and does not introduce more stringent 
administrative provisions for small-scale installations mainly or exclusively exploiting 
hydropower.’


